
Many believe that technology has brought many advantages to worker`s life. Other say that it`s 
disadvantages are more. Discuss both side and write your idea.

People have different ideas about whether or not the advantages of technology are more that 
than its drawbacks. Into to some extent, I believe that technology has brought more merits to 
people`s life compared to the past.

In today`s modern society, technology plays an important role in different aspects of human 
life. Firstly, It contributes to workers to dodoing their job faster with computers accompany in 
compared with the time period before computer invention. For example, Graphics graphists/graphic 
artists drew their sketches with hand that itwhich took a lot of time. However, today, they do their 
sketches with different software programs which are not only professional and suggest various 
options but also can do the tasks in a shorter time. Secondly, technology has had extremely positive 
impact on communication globally. For instance, nowadays people can make voice or video call with 
to their relatives or friends around the world by using different applications on their smart phones, 
which it hasseemed impossible in recent decades. It translates into coming true our ancestor`s dreams 
coming true. Lastly, robots are the foremost technology invented these days which are targeted to be 
replaced with humans in near future in order to descend reduce the human work pressure and 
contribute to doing the tasks rapidly. So technology could be useful from different aspects.

Apart from all the advantages mentioned above, from the negative point of view technology 
has some drawbacks as well. As the life pace is getting faster due to using technology, people must 
live in a fast-paced life in society and they are all in a hurry, consequently. It translates into spoiling 
personality through modern life, because people always have to work to adopt adapt themselves with 
to the with the pace of modern life. Thus they have less time to spending personally. On the other 
hand, it is noticed that youths are more familiar with technology particularly those related to 
communication, so parents and adolescence adolescents may have some problems with using new 
applications and it may not contribute to bridge bridging the generation gap. For example, once young 
generation work with their smartphones their parents will feel alone at home. Because of these 
reasons it is understandable that some are believe in more drawbacks with technology.

To recapitulate, there are convincing arguments both for and against the technology but I 
believe that the benefits are outweigh its drawbacks.


